Greetings: Our friend and comrade Bobby Bowen is gone, but his spirit lives on inside of each of us who knew how special Bobby was. Bobby was always the type of person who would show up at the right time, he was always there with a helping hand or a good word of advice or input as he would say. Please check www.itsabouttimebpp.com for article I wrote about Bobby.

Photo of the Week#3

Young looking Bobby Bowen and Veronza Bower in the Richmond office of the BPP. This photo was taken in 1969. Veronza is a Political Prisoner being held in Florida Federal prison for over 37 years for a crime he didn't do.

I had to dig deep into our archive for this photo, but while on the hunt I found four more pictures of Veronza Bower in front of National H's in Berkeley I will share with his family.